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1.1

INTRODUCTION

The Nagra IV-S was introduced originally in 1971. It is a portable 6.35 mm (1 /4") analogue audio
tape recorder designed for high quality music recording, cinema and television applications.
Many mechanical and electronic modifications have been made to the machine since its release , to
adapt it according to modern day requirements. Despite all these modifications, the machine
remains remarkably similar to the original. The last major development was made in 1964 when the
SMPTE I EBU 80 bits centre-track time code was added.
The Nagra IV-S can be delivered in three different versions all of which are available in either NAB
or CCIR equalization. These version s are as follow s:

N05-LSP
N05-L
N05-TC

Non pilot
Pilot
Time code

Each version has three speeds: 38 crtvs , 19 cmJs and 9.5 cmJs (15,
following standards: NAB, CCIR and NAGRAMASTER (at 15 ips only).

7i

and 3-1 ips) with the

The Nagra IV-S is a stereo recorder with two 2 mm audio track s (2.75 mm track s on the
NQ8-lSP non-pilot machines) and a central track for pilot or time code uses , depending on the
machine type.
The two audio channels may be used with either the two internal microphone pre-amplifiers
(switchable between Dynamic, T power and Phantom power) or with a current line input. via the
QCSE cable. The two potentiometers on the front panel may be mechanically " GANGED" together
for easier control, by moving the small white lever located on the green co ntrol.
The NAGRA IV-S also contains a switchable limiter, a built-in loudspeaker, provision for
connection to an external noise reduction system and an internal reference generator for line up,
and calibration purposes .
Optionally the machine may be fitted with either the NAGRASYNC pilot option or the SMPTElEBU
80 bits time code option .
The machine may also be powered from either an external supply ATN-3 or internal batteries .
(See page I 1.2-1 ).
The IV-S may also be used with the DGB 10" reel adaptor, to allow the use of larger reel s for
longer recording and playback .
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1.2

POWER SUPPLY

All models of the NAGRA IV- S may be powered by an external power supply (ATN-3) or
alternatively by internal batteries. The IV-S will accept voltages ranging from -, 1 V to -30 V with
peaks of up to -35 V.
The batteries are placed in the bottom of the machine and the polarity is marked in side the
compartment which is opened by turning the two fasteners with a screwdriver or a small coin. All
the batteries MUST be orientated in the same direction as indicated on the base of the battery
compartment.

The NAGRA IV-S houses twelve 1.5 V cells having a maximum diameter of 33.5 mm and a length
of between 59.5 and 62.5 mm . The cells manufactured under the following standards are gen erally
acceptable: CEI R-200. ASA"D" and L9D.
It is important to remember that corrosive material can leak out of flat batteries, causing severe
damage to the recorder, and therefore it is recommended not to leave batteries in the machine
during periods of storage.

The external supply is led into the machine via connector (48) on the right-hand side of the
machine. Rechargeable batterie s may also be used and can be charged using the ATN-3C (order
no 14376) which includes the charger circuitry.
To check the state of the batteries or the external supply, set modulometer switch (12) to the
M
M SATT
position: in this case the red needle of the modulometer indicates the battery voltage on
the (volts I cell) scale and the green needle indicates the voltage needed by the motor. The
difference between these two reading s shows the battery reserve.
When the power supplied to the machine is insufficient for normal operation of the recorder, the
rotary indicator "SPEED AND POWER" on the front panel of the machine will turn black. The
IV-S will function when the power is as low as 12 V (at 15 ips 138 cm/s) and down to as low as
10.5 V at the lower speeds. (These figures correspond to a machine in perfect condition and
working at room temperature).
NOTE:

Time Code machines will stop recording Time code when the batteries become flat
before the audio recording is affected.

When using an external supply, selector switch (3) must be in the " EXT" position . It must be in the
"SATT" position when internal batteries are in use. It is not neces sary to remove the batteries
when working with an external supply (and vice versa).
NOTE:

For information on power supply to the time code circuits of the IV-S TC refer to page
IV6.1 -1 .

EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
On the right-hand side of the machine there is a 6 pin Tuchel-type
" POWER PACK" . The corresponding plug is the T 3400/1 .

T 3403 connector marked

The connections are as follows:
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
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2
3
4
5
6

= Battery negative
- Chassis (positive)
= Pilot playback output
= Speed correction signal input
= Negative external supply
= -1 a v stabilized output.
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1.3

DANGER OF REVERSE POLARIZATION

A reverse polarized power supply (negative to the chassis) WILL damage the machine. To reduce
the risk of serious damage a diode is placed in parall~ with the supply which will be short-circuited
in the event 01 reverse polarization. tf such an event occurs with normal "dry cells" . they will be
raptdty exhausted and no further damage will occur.

On the other hand. certain accumulators are capable 01 supplying suttictenl current (in e xcess of 8
amperes) such that the intemal wiring of the machine will become hot enough to cause its
insulation to decompose. This will then Iiberats hydrochloric acKf gas which causes considerable
corrosion. " this happens, contact your nearest NAGRA agent immediat~y.
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1.4

CONTROLS: DESCRIPTION AND USE
FRONT PANEL

1. TAPE I DIRECT SWITCH (line and phones)
When in " TA PE" position, th e signal is reproduced directly from th e tape .

When in "DIRECT" position, there are two posibilmes:
A. When recording. the signal is available before arriving on the tape.
B. When playing back. the signal may be adjusted by means of the level controls and
corrected by filt er switch (13) .

2. TAPE I DIRECT (snap switch)
Thi s switch affects the meter in the same way that the previous switch affects the outputs . Thus
when it is held to the left, the meter will display the OFF TAPE" signal whereas normally it
displays the " DIRECT" signal.
W

3. POWER SELECTION SWITCH (EXT I BATT)
The NAGRA IV-S may be powered by either internal batteries or by an external source which may
be selected using this switch. See also the "POWER SUPPLY" section of this chapter. (Page
11 .2-1).

4. MAIN FUNCTION SELECTOR (six position rotary)
STOP

Stop s the machine completely from any function. and will slightly mov e the
pinch wheel away from the capstan to prevent a flat being caused on the pinch
roller. In this mod e no circuits are powered (with the excepti on of the RAM and
REAL TIME CLOCK in machin es fitted with SMPTE / EBU lime code ). See
section IV "TIME CODE AND PILOT" of this manual for further details.

TEST

Will power all circuits and allow level adjustment by mean s of rever controls (6)
and (7). In thi s mode the motor is not powered. All indic ati on s of th e
modulometer will be of the DIRECT input, irres pective of the positi on of tape I
direct switch (1).

RECORD

Is the first of the two RECORD positions and co rresponds to RECORD WITH
LIMITER where the recording level is limited to -+ 4 dB. This level remains
co nstant when the input level is between -+ 4 dB and -+ 10 dB. Thu s in this
position tape saturation cannot occur and distortion is avoided.

RECORD
(no limiter)

The limiter is inactivated in this position so that recordings that should be
saturated can be made. (e.g. Gun shots or explosions).

PLAYBACK

Is the first of the two playback possibilities and corresponds to playbac k of the
tape to the headphones and line outputs only.

PLAYBACK

This position is exactly as above, only it allows monitoring via the internal
loud speaker at the same time. This is also the only position of the main
function selector that permits the FAST FORWARD function to be performed
(see page I 1.4--6).

(with loudspeaker)
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5.

LIGHT (push button)

When pressed, the modulometer (and time code display on T.C. machines) Will be illuminated as
long as the button is pressed , providing there is sufficient power available to the machine . If this
button is pressed and then turned to the right the lamps will remain " ON" . This button is acti ve
when the main function selector is in any position other than" STOP" .

6. LEVEL CONTROL (rlght-green-lower track)

7. LEVEL CONTROL (Ieft-red-opper track)

These are the main level controls for the two audio channels. They may be linked (ganged) by
means of the small white lever situated on the left-hand knob (green) which activates a fricti on
clutch. The 200 pbar point on each channel corresponds to an accoustic pressure of 200 pbar on
the capsule of a 200 Ohm dynamic microphone having a 0.2 mV/lJbar sensitivity. In this case the
modulometer reading should be 0 dB.

8. REFERENCE OSCILLATOR (push button)
On the lower edge of the front panel, between the left and right level control potenti ometers. there
is the reference generator push button. When this button is pressed, a composite 1.1 Khz signal
with a 10 Khz 9th harmonic at a level of approximately -8 dB is injected into the "DIRECT" chain
of the recorder.
The modulometer will show -8 dB. It is useful to record a short burst of this signal at the beginning
of each reel of tape so as to enable the level of the playback chain to be accurately calibrated
before the real recording is made. This also permits adjustment of the record head azimuth in the
field without test equiptment. At this point the subject of print-through should be mentioned . After a
certain period of time, a recording may be copied (at reduced level) onto adjacent turn s of a tape
on a reel. This produces a perceptible echo during the silences preceeding or following a strong
sound .
It is thus recommended to leave a pause of two or three tums of tape after recording the "REF"
signal.

9. MIKES I LINE SWITCH

This three position switch is the main input selection switch. It allows the operator to select
between MIG or LINE input on both channels simultaneously or " LINE" input on channel 2 (right)
and simultaneously "MIC" input on channel 1 (left). The upper position allows " LINE" inputs to
both channels via connector (41), and the other positions allow selection between " MIC" inputs
(36) and (37).

10. NRS I NORMAL SWITCH

This switch allows the use of an external noise reduction system when connected to the lV-S via
connector (42).
When an external " NRS" system is not being used, this switch should remain in " NORMAL" .
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11. MONO I ST HS / STEREO SWITCH
This switch is used to select the mode 01 the audio outputs. The position 01 this switch may onl y
be changed by means of a small screwdriver, to prevent accidental modification while using the
recorder. and it selects the mode 01 the .. DIRECT" chain.
MONO

The input of each channel is fed 10 the output of both channels.

STEREO

Each input is connected to its corresponding output.

STHS

(Stereo high sensitivity): As for "STEREO" but the sensitivity is 6 dB higher. This
position is useful when the recording source level is very low . However. it must
be noted that certain characteristics of the recorder such as signal-to-ooise
ratio and crosstalk are not quite as good in this mode.

12. MOOULOMETER MODE SELECTION SWITCH

This is a six position rotary switch allowing different information to be displayed on the
modulometer.
Each position is discnbed below:
PILOT FREaUENCY

The red needle indfcates on the pilot scale of the modulometer the frequency of the pilot signal
'rom + 4% to -4% , as determined by the QFMS frequency meier (if fined), between the pital
signal either recorded or played back and the internal crystal or the external pilot reference signal
via connector (44). (There will be no reading if lhe QFMS option is not lined ).
The green needle indicates on the dB scaJe the audio channel which has the highest recording

sevet,
DELTA

l!

The red needle indicates on the % scale between 0 and 100% , the groove depth of a record made
from recorded signal s in accordance with NAB weighting , thus a 100% reading corresponds to a
50 pm vertical deviation of the cutting stylus .
The green needle gives the same indication as for pilot frequency.
LEVEL

The red needle indicates the " DIRECT" or the "RECORDIN G" level of the left c hannel (1 ) in dB.
The green needle indicates the " DIRECT" or the " RECORDING" level of the right c hannel (2) in
dB.
BATT

The red needle indicates on the volt I cell scale tbe battery voltage .
The green needle indicates the voltage required by the motor.
The difference between the two readings shows the battery reserve.
TC I PILOT PLAYOACK

The red needle give s the same indication as lor pilot freqoency.
The green needle ind icates on the % scale the level of the signal recorded or played back on the
FM track. A deviation of 100% correspoods to an actual frequency deviation 01 40 % .
On tIme c ode mach ines. the green needle indicates the time code playback jevet.
M ( MOTOR)

The red need~ indicates on the % seale the cu rrent through the motor. A read ing of 100%
corresponds to a current of 250 rnA through the molor.
The green needle gives the same indication as in the pilot playback position.
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13. FILTER SWITCH
This is a six position rotary switch affecting both channels.
FLAT

The machine has a linear frequency response between 20 and 20000 Hz (Direct
chain).

MUSIC

A high pass filter is put in the direct chain, which has a response of -3 dB at 40
Hz.

M+LFA

This puts the MUSIC filter and LOW FREQUENCY ATTENUATION of -7 dB at
40 Hz and -3 dB at 400 Hz into the direct chain.

SPEECH

This puts a high pass filter of -3 dB at 80 Hz into the direct chain.

S+LFA

This corresponds to the SPEECH filter and LOW FREQUENCY ATTENUATION
of -7.5 dB at 80 Hz and -3 dB at 400 Hz.

ROLL OFF

This position gives the direct chain strong low frequency attenuation, -10 dB at
100 Hz and -3 dB at 400 Hz.

14. MODULOMETER
This two needle meter is the visual indication of many functions and levels of the machine. The
modulometer displays information according to the position of mode selector switch (12). All IV-S
modulometers are fitted with two small lamps which will light up the display when switch (5) is
pressed. The right-hand lamp will also light up the time code display, when the keyboard is out, via
a small lens in the bottom of the modulometer on the time code version of the recorder.
The modulometer has 4 scales:
1. Recording level in dB
2. Frequency deviation in %
3. Groove depth and motor supply current
4. Battery voltage (volts / cell)

15. TC I PILOT INDICATOR
This rotary "SASS" type indicator shows a white segment when the frequency (in the case of a
pilot machine) and the amplitude of the time code / pilot signal are correct.
NOTE:

This only indicates the presence of a correct signal being fed to, or coming from the
head, and does not guarantee correct recording of the signal. This should be checked
by switching the modulometer to TC / PILOT playback (this does not function in the
RECORD mode). In the case of a time code machine, the signal should also be verified
by means of the display on the keyboard, because both the previous methods will show
a signal even though the time code generator may have been stopped and the same
time code will be recorded over and over again.
This indicator functions in all modes other than test.
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16. SPEED AND POWER INDICATOR
This rotary "SASS" type indicator gives a quick visual indication that the machine is func tioning
correctly and will indicate a while segment when this is the case. and will tum black whenever any
of the lollowing conditions occur:
- Power suPP'Y voltage (batteries or elClemaJ) becomes insufficient for cor rect operation of
tbe machine.

- The motor current reaches its maximum limit. in this case voltage and speed stabilizer
circuit A22. requires the motor to run faster. but this is not possible because the automatic
current limiter circuit has been activated. (If this occurs during normal operation. then
contact your nearest NAGRA agent)
- Tachometric WOW and flUTTER is out of tolerance. (Contact NAGRA agent).
Thus. when a white segment is indicated, the operator can be absolutety sure that the power
supply is sufficient, that the molor current is correct, and that the tape speed is within tolerance.

17. HEADPHONES OUTPUT
This 1/4 " jack type socket (type 297) is the headphones output socket accepting headphones with
an impedance of anything from 25 Ohm to 600 Ohm. (Optimum value is 200 Ohm).

18. HEAOPHONES

VOLUME

CONTROL

This small potentiometer is adjustable using a screwdriver and adj usts th e le vel led to
headphones output connector (17).
Position 1 is the minimum and position 6 is the maximum.

19. HEAOPHONES

MOOE

SELECTOR

This is a six position rotary switch allowing the operator to select the signal which is sent to the
headphones connector. It selects between CUE channel (FM centre track), left audio channel, right
audio channel, mono or stereo. The first position of the selector is " OFF" .
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TAPE DECK

20. TAPE SPEED AND STANDARD SELECTOR
This is a four position rotary switch permitting the selection of the speed and standard of the IV- S
in both record and playback .
Possible settings are:
3-1 IpS

(9.525 cm/s) NAB/CCIR

7t IpS

(19.05cm/s) NAB/CCIR

15 IpS

(38 .1Dcm/s ) NAB/CCIR

15 IpS

(38. 10cmls) NAGRAMASTER

For best quality recordings the 15 ips speed is recommended . The 15 ips NAB I CCIR positi on is
chosen when the recorded tape is to be played back on any machine other than a NAGRA
T·AUDIO or NAGRA IV- S.
However, when this is not the case it is recommended to use the NAGRAMASTER position which
has a different equalization and gives a bettor signal-to-noise ratio.
For norm al recordings. the 7t ips speed is supplied. The 3i- ips speed is available for those cases
where the length of recording time of the tape is more c ritical than the actual quality of the
recording.

21. BIAS

SELECTOR

This switch makes it possible for the operator to modify the bias voltage using a small screwdrive r
when recording on special tapes tor which the machine has not been calibrated. Each position of
this switch corresponds to a bias variation of S%.

22. PLAYBACK

EaUAlIZATION

SELECTOR

This switch (also adjustable with a small screwdriver) offers the possibility to reproduc e tapes
recorded using the CCIR standard equalization on a machine that has been calibrated to the NAB
standard equalization, and vice versa.
23. REWIND

AND

FAST

is possible with main selector (4) in any position other than STOP,
assuming pinch roller lever (32) is in the fully open position.

REWIND

REW.

FORWARD SWITCH

444

is possible only with main functi on selector (4) in the playback (with
loudspeaker) position and pinch roller lever (32) fully engaged.

FAST FORWARD

~~~::'N~

The central position of this switch is OFF and ttus is the position that the switc h should be in
whenever the machin e is not required to spool. Keeping it in this position will prevent accidental
spooling of the tape when opening the pinc h roller gate or playing back a recorded tape thr ough
the internal loud speaker.

24. & 34. TAPE

REELS

The IV- S ca n be used with reels up to a maximum diameter of S" (127 mm) with the ptexi-qfass lid
closed, or up to 7" (178 mm) with the lid ope n. However, if the aSET option is fitted to the
machine the 7" (178 mm) reels may be used with the lid closed.
If it is necessary to use reel s of up to 10" (2S4 mm), then the aG B large reel adapter may be
used. See chapter V of thi s manual.
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25. & 33. TENSION ROLLERS
These two rollers keep the tape tension constant and ensure
correct tape handling and
positioning . During normal use neither of these two rollers should be at either end of its travel. If
this is the case refer to the MECH ANICAL CALIBRATION section of this manual (section II Service
manual, page II 2.3- 1).
The two rollers can be replaced by either the OTIM or OLEN tape measurin g rollers. The OTIM is
supplied in the place of the take-up reel tension roller as standard equipment. OLEN Instead of
OTIM optional. (To be stated when ordering) .

26. ERASE HEAD
This is a full trac k erase head. It means that it is not possible to record one c hannel on the IV- S
while pre serving the original recording on the other channel. This also include s the centre track
whether Time Code or FM pilot.

27. STROBOSCOPE ROLLER
T his roller comes in two ver sions: 50 Hz (CCIR machines) and 60 Hz (NAB m achines). Using this
roller, it is possible to check that the machine is run ning at the correct speed , either in record or
playback. This work s at all speeds and uses the stroboscopic effect whenever a mains powered
lamp is shone upon it. When at the correct speed, the bars on the roller should appear stationary.

28. RECORDING

HEAD

Two channel audio recording head .

29. TIME CODE I PILOT HEAD
Centre track head used for bot h recording and playback, of FM pilot, CU E and SMP TE I EBU time
code, according to the type of machine.

30. PLAYBACK

HEAD

Tw o channel audio playback head .

31. CAPSTAN

SHAFT

Tape main drive .

32. PINCH WHEEL AND TAPE GUIDE CONTROL LEVER
This lever engages and disengages the tape from the heads and motor capstan shaft . It also
moves the stroboscope roller and mobile tape guide In and out, to allow easy loading of the tape .
When it is in the open position , rapid rewinding is possible. (This lever should never be left in the
open position for long periods of time as this may cause a "FLAT" on the capstan shalt "0" ring ).

33. TAPE TENSION ROLLER (OR TIMER) (s•• 25)

34. TAKE-UP REEL (see 24)
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35. EQUALIZATION

ADJUSTMENT

POINT (aee Chapter II eervtce manual)

POSITIONS 36 TO 09 SEE CONNECTORS (Pages I 1.5-1 to 1. 1.5-3 1

50. KEYBOARD
This is the small sJide-out control panel for the IV-S time code machines. It allows sening and
modihcation of all lime code functions (except frame rate ). For further delails see " TIME CODE
AND PILOT" section IV of this manual.

51. LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
This is the display tor time code, user bits and status of
PILOT" section IV of this manual).

the IV-S TC (See " TIME CODE AND

52. CONTROL KEYS
These eleven keys allow the operator to modify all time code functions except frame rate
" TIME CODE AND PILOT-section IV 0' this manual).
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CONNECTORS
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42
36. MIKES

(RIGHT)

--

e

•

41

31

36

38

(Channel 2)

CCIR

NAB

1 = Input sig nal G round
2 + 3 = Balanced signal Input

37. MIKES (LEFT) (Ch annel 1)
Identical to No 36 above, but for the other channel.

38. SIX POSITION MICROPHONE TYPE SELECTOR, channel 2 (rig h t)

DYN 50

= Dynamic m icrophone impedance 50 Ohm 0.1 mV I lJbar (1 mVlpal sensitivity

DYN 200

= Dynamic m icrophone impedance 200 Ohm 0.2 mV J pbar (2mVipa) sensitivity

+ 12

= Condenser microphone. 1 rnV:J.lbar ( lOmV/pa) sensltlvitv + 12 V phan tom powering

+48

= Condenser m icrophone. 1 mVllJbar ( 10mVtpa) sensitIvity + 48 V phantom powering

- 12

= Condenser microphone, 1 rnVllJbar (l OmV/pa) sensitivity - 12 V phan tom powering

T

= Condenser microphone, 1.5m VlIJbar (l5mVipa ) sensillvlty

+ 12 V T poweri ng

(Tonadersoeisuoq since 1984)
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39. SIX POSITION MICROPHONE TYPE SELECTOR, channel 1 (left)
(Identical to No 38) except for the other channel.

40. MIKES PHASE: Phase Inverter for channel 1 (left) mlc Input
This can be used to invert the phase of the left channel.
41 . INPUTS
line inputs connector. (Both channels)
1=

Channel 2 (right) input: impedance variable from a to 5 kOhm
(0 to 10 kOhm when switc h 11 is in the ST. HS pos ition ).
Current drive with minimum source impedance 47 kOhm .
Current to obtain 0 dB at max. sensitivity is 7.8 llA·

2 = -10G: -10 V stabilized voltage output; maximum current 100
mA for all - 10 V terminal s
3=

Channel 1 (left) input. Identical to pin 1

7=

GROUND: For input signals

42. EXT. NRS
(External noise reduction system): Connection to external NRS. Output and input voltage 560 mV
for 0 dB.
1=

EXT. NRS. output, channel 2 (right)

2=

- 10G : - 10V stabilized output. Imax = 100 mA

3=

EXT. NRS. output, channel 1 (left)

5=

EXT. NRS. input, channel 1 (left). Minimum impedance
47kOhm

6=

EXT. NRS. input, channel 2 (right). Minimum impedance
47 kOhm

7=

GROUND : Ground for input signals

1=

Channel 2 (right) output: output voltage 1 V at 0 dB. Minimum
impedance load 500 Ohm.

2=

-1 0G : -10 V stabilized voltage output. I max = 100 rnA

3=

Channel 1 (left) output. Identical to pin 1

4=

V unstab: Unstabilized power supply voltage

5=

- 1DR stabilized voltage available in record only.
I max = 100 mA

6=

STOP. Input for motor stop control. Connect to - 10 V to stop
the motor

7=

GROUND

43. OUTPUTS
line output connector.
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CC~

e

!

II

48

44. PILOT
Pilot signal input for pilot track.

1 =: GROU ND

2 = Clapper : Reference oscillator or crystal pilot generator input
3::: X-TAL

: 50 or 60 Hz internal generator ou tpu t

4 = Pilot in

: Pilot signal input

45. LINE OUTPUT (right) : Channel 2 (right) output on bana na plugs.

46. LINE OUTPUT (left)

: Channel l (left) output on banana plugs.

47 . CUE
Connector for recording and playback of the pilot track:

1 = Sync reference
2 = - 10 V stabilized voltage output
3 = Pilot output

4 = Speed correctio n input
5 = - 10 V FM connect to - 10 V 10 activate modulator
6 = Cue output
7 = GROUND
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48. POWER

PAC~

Conneclor for external DOWEN' supply.

1 = - BAn

: Negative pole 01 battery COlIiVdrtment.

2 = + SAn

: Positive pole of batte ry compartment.

3 = STOP

: Motor stop control terminal .
to - 10 V to stop the motor.

Connect

4 = SPEED CORRECTIUN : Tape speed co rrection input.

5= EXTERNAL - 12 to -30: Input for external power supply
- 12 10 -30 V neqative pole.
6 = - 10 9

: - 10 V stabilized voltage output,
I max 100 rnA

49. TIME CODE INPUT I OUTPUT
1 = GROUND
2 = Time code input
3 = Serial input I output (for use with AATON origin C master
clock) if a SIA optional interface is fined
4 = Time code play

5 = Time code output
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1.6 TAPE SPEED AND STANDARD SELECTION
The NAGRA IV-S is capable of running at three diffElf'enl speeds wh ich can be selected by
changing the position of " SPEED AND STANDARD" selector (20) on the top plate of the recorder
between the two spools .

The speeds available are :
3jips (9.525 emfs)

7iips (1 9.05 cmts)
15 ips (38.10 cmls)

Each position of this selector automatically selects the correct equalization of the machino
according 10 the chosen speed. There are two different positions available for 15 ips (38.' cmIs)
the first being normal equalization NAB or CCIR. the second being the special NAGRA MASTER
position.

•
--

7,.5-. 19.05 cml1

15"3I,'cm/. - - - CCtR or NA'

CCtRorNA S

I

\

•

•

R3,15"

·,15"3I,lcm/.
• ' \NAQlItA USTt"

Rl,S"COltOMG
l~lIZ.1lOIII

"OJUITIIIIIMT

1_

!o'..:j

<
~
~

.. _ .

•
L1.5"

,..".

SPfED ..
EQUAl.IZATION

-------_--:._~.:-_--I
For adjustments of equalization and checking of tape speed refer to section III CALIBRATION of
this manual. During playback the IV- S may also be switched between NAB and CCIR using switch
(22 ) located in the right-hand rear corner of the deck.
NOTE:

The NAGRA IV- S is only equipped with one recording bias oscillator and it is therefore
only possible to bias the recorder for ore specmc tape type at anyone time. However I it
is possible to optimize the equalization et other speeds than the biased speed for
different tapes.
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1.7

LOAOING A TAPE ON THE RECORDER

Select .. STOP" . lhen relea se the tape from the heads. guides and capstan shah by pulling lever
(32) forward. until it comes to a complete stop. Remove the spool reta ining nuts and ptace a reel
of tape on the left-hand turntable, with the loose end of the tape coming from the left-hand side of
the spool. Pass the tape around the left-hand guide roller and across in Iront 01 the heads. and
around the righ t-hand g uide roller. Anach the end of the tape to the empty spool on the right-hand
turntable. Replace the two spool retaining nuts, and dose lever (32) until it reaches its original
position . thus putting the tape into contact with the heads.
NOTE:
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II is important 10 lower the double head-shield before loading a tape, otherwise the
tape may pass behind it. and thus not be in contact WIth any of the head s. When the
tape has been loaded and lever (32) has been restored 10 its original position, the
shield may be lifted in tront of the heads.
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1.8

FIRST TIME OPERATION

Main function selector switch (4) is on the front right-hand side of the recorder. It co ntrols the
mode of operation that the machine is in. By switching it to the "TEST" position all the circuits in
the recorder are powered up but the motor is not.

Select " EXT" or .. BATT" depending on the power available. It is now possible to check the supply
to the mac hine by putting modulometer switch (12) 10 the " BATT" position as explained previously.
After checking the power, put the modutometer switch back in the level position .
Using main function selector (4) the machine may be put into the " RECORD" , "PLAYBACK" o r
MTEST" positions (for level checking etc .) depending on the desired mode.

To interrupt any mode on the machine, the main function selector should be put to the " STOP"
position.

FAST FORWARD I REWIND
To rewind a tape put the main function selector in the" STOP" position, and open the pinch wheel
gate by using operating lever (32) then select "TEST" and rewind the tape by means of toggle
switch (23) located on the top left-hand front corner of the deck.
When the tape is fully rewound always place operating lever (32) back in the fully closed position
(this will prevent a " flat" portion being made on the capstan " 0" ring).
To wind a tape fast forward use switch (23 ) as for rewind. However, it is not necessary to open the
pinch roller gate. The FAST FORWARD position of the toggle switch is only active when the main
functi on selector is in the PLAYBACK (with loudspeaker) position. This is done to prevent
accidental winding of the tape during RECORDING.

RECORDING
The NAGRA IV-S can make a recording using either microphones or a "DIRECT" line input signal.

RECORDI NG WITH MICROPHONES
When using microphones, connect a microphone to one or both of the two XLR type connectors
on the left-hand side of the recorder. Check that the switches above each of the connecto rs are in
the correct position corresponding to the type of microphone to be used. The possible selections
are T-power, + 12 V and + 48 V phantom, powering 50 Ohm or 200 Ohm dynamic.
Set switch (9) to one of the two upper positions depending on which channels are to be record ed
by microphone. The level of the signal coming from the microphones may now be observed by
putting the machine into the "TEST" position and switching modulometer switc h (12) to the
"LEVEL" position. The gain may now be adjusted using potentiometers (6) and (7) on the front
panel, which can either be adjusted separately or together by moving the small plastic slider on the
red control knob.
Th e RED control corresponds to the left channel and the G REE N co ntrol
corresponds to the right channel.
Turn the main function selector to either of the two RECORD positions, depending upon wheth er
the limiter is required or not. Observe the modulometer to see that the levels remain correct
throughout the recording.
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Depending on the position ot " LI NE AND PHONES" switch (1) it is possible to monitor on the
headphones output either the Input signal, or the off tape signal during the recording . This is
possible because the NAGRA IV- S is a three head machine. (Moving this switc h will not affect the
recording ).

RECORDING A LINE SIGNAL
Set switch (9) to the " LINE" position and switch (1 0) to the "NORMAL" position . Feed line input
connector (4 1) using a a CSE cable with the signal source to be recorded (minimum 0.5 V).
Set switch (11) to " STEREO" and switch (1 2) to " LEVEL" . Turn the main fun ction selecto r to
"TEST" and adjust the levels using gain potentiometers (6) and (7). Finally switch the main
function selector to one of the two " RECORD" positions to start the recording. When the recording
is complete, select "STOP" then rewind the tape as previously described.

PLAYING BACK A RECORDED TAPE
Set main funct ion selector (4) to one of the two possible "PLAYBACK" positions (either with, or
without loudspeaker). The signal from the tape is now available on line output connector (43) or
banana outputs (45) on the opposite side of the recorder. If line and phones switch (1) is in the
"TAPE" position, then the signal is fed directly to the line outputs with no possibility of adjustment.
However, if it is in the "DIRECT" position then each output may be adjusted with its corresponding
control potentiometer.
The frequency response may also be modified using "FILTER" switch (13).

WORKING WITH HEADPHONES
If headphones are to be used, they can be plugged into the jack socket on the lower left-hand
trent side of the machine (17).
The level of the headphones may be adjusted using potentiometer (18). In record, the signals can
be monitored either off tape or directl y, depending on the position of the line and phones switch .

NOTE:

When the machine is in the " TEST" position, the headphones output is always fed with
the " DIRECT" signal.

The headphones output will accept a 1/4" stereo "JACK" connector (type 297) and can be used
with headphones having an impedance from 25 Ohm to 600 Ohm. (Optimum value is 200 Ohm).
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1.9

SPECIFICATIONS

The typical and maximum values stated below are defined as follows:
Tvpical value

Average value measured on 100 new recorders.

Maximum value

(shown in brackets) is the value above or below wh ich a machine
is rejected. when going through hnal inspection.

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
Dimensions of the box alone with cover closed. without knobs. feet. handle or handle mounts:

= 12.6)l 8.8 x 4 .4 "
318)(222 x 110 m m

overan dimensions except handle

= 13.2 x 9.6 x 4.5 "
333)[ 242 x 113 mm

Thickness of the box

= O.OS" or 2 mm

Tbckness of tape deck

= 0.12" or 3 mm

W eight wnhout bananas or tape

= 11 .6 Ibs or 5.25 kg

W eight with batteries and 5" tape

= 1S lbs or 6.4 kg

POWER SUPPLY
Power supply voltage necessary: D.C. (positive to chassis) - 10.5 V to -30 V.

non pilot

pilot

time code

" TEST"
.. LINE PLAYBACK"

100 rnA
175 rnA

110 rnA
180 rnA

" LOUDSPEAKER PLAYBACK
" RECO RD"
" RAPID REWIND"
" STOP"

230 rnA
250 rnA
280 rnA
0 rnA

240 rnA
270 rnA
290 rnA
0 rnA

140 rnA
200 rnA
250 rnA
270mA
300 rnA
2. 8 m A

powe r consumption

Type of batteries: 12 x lEe standard R20 or ASA standard D or L90 .
Approximate length of service when using regular dry cells:

4 hours in every 24 hours
Continuous service
Continuous service with high capacity cells

10 hours
7 hours
25 hours

MAGNETIC TAPE

Width of tape

1I4~

Admissible thickness

0.0005 to 0.002" (12-50 J1fTl)

Maximum reel diameter (cover open)

7" (178 mm)

Recording time (7i ips / 19 em/s, 35 pm tape)

45 minutes

Maxmum reel diameter (cover elosed)

5~

RecOfdlng time (same cond itions)

22 minutes

Rewind time (5- J 127 mm reels, 35 urn tape)

2 minutes
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TAPE TRAN SPORT
Swuchabte tape speeds:
15 ips= 38.10 cm /s < 0 .1%

7i
3-1

ips =

ts.os covs

ips = 9.525

< 0.1%

cw s < 0.1 %

The stability 01 the average speed depends on temperature, the posiuon 01 the recorder and the
power supply voltage.

WOW AND FLUTTER
(Weighted p-p value according to DIN 45507 standard)
15 ips (38.10cmls)
7i ips (19.05cm1s)
3-1 ips (9.525cm1s)

± 0.05"10 (0.07)
± 0.07% (0. 11)
± 0.1 2"10 (0.1 5)

(Weighted rms value according to NAB standards)
15 ips (38.10cmls) 0.028%
7i ips ( 19.05 cmls) 0.030%
3-1 ips (9.525 cmls) 0.043%

STARTING TIME:

< 3 SECONDS

AMPLIFIER CHAIN MICROPHONE INPUTS
Maximum sensitivity for 0 dB on the modulometer:
dynamic microphones 50 Ohm
dynamic microphone s 200 Ohm
condenser microphones
(phantom powering + 12 V, + 48 V
and - 12 V)
condenser microphones
T powering

0.1 mV I ubar
0.2 mV I gbar
1.0 mV I pbar

0. 14 mV ± 10%
0.28 mV ± 10%
1.40 mV ± 10%

1.5 mV ' llbar

2.20 mV ± 10%

Distortion at 1 Khz in the condenser microphone position, T powering, input level 40 dB (420 m V)
maximum sensitivity:
2 nd
3 rd

harmonic
harmonic

> 0.22 % (0.3% )
> 0.05 %

(0.1%)

max imum input vonaae lor a distortion 01 1 % at 1 kHz:
dynamic 200 Ohm 135 mV ( 120 mV)
T- powering
1040 mV (1000 mV)
+ 48 V phantom
655 mV ( 600 mV)
Frequency respon se (outpul loaded with 5 kOhm) dynamic microphones:
50 Hz
80-20 Hz

o dB
± 0.7 dB

(-1.5 dB)
( ± 1 dB)

Signal-lo-noi se ratio of the microphone preamplifie r when swuc nec to dynamic ,
weighting , reference
125 dBm (124 dBm)
1 mW
Noise level of the condenser microphone preampbfier, input ASA A weighted
0.6 pV (O.B pV).

ASA A

LINE INPUTS
The input impedance is variable tram 0 to 5 kQhm Of from 0 to 10 kQhm in the ST.H S position of
the stereo f mono switch; this is a current input.
Input c urrent for 0 dB on the moduiometer. maximum sensitivity 7.8 IJA 1 5%
Maximum inpul jevel toe 1% distortion under the same conditions (23 IJA)
StgnaH ()-fl()ise ratio at maximum sensitivity 86 d B (80 d B).

MOOULOMETER

- r ea 10 m s ± 20 %

The integration time lor
Usable scale
Frequency response
Inst rument cla ss

-30 to +5 dB.
40 Hz to 20 kHz 10.5 d B
1.5

CROSSTALK BETWEEN CHANNELS

o d B on the modulometer

1 kHz 70 dB (65 dB)
10 kHz 60 dB (50 dB)
AttenuatJon

Filters

FLAT
MUSIC

linear frequency response
high pass tilter
music + low freq . attenuation

M+LFA

SPEECH
S + lFA 2

high pass fiher
speech + low freq. attenuation

ROLL OFF

strong low Iraq. attenuation

. -10 M.
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RECORDING AND PLAYBACK
0 dB = 510 nWb/m
+ 4 dB

Nominal recordmq level
Maximum peak recording level

The types of tape for which the machine is adjusted appear in the protocol of measurements. e.q .:
CCIR version

AGFA PEM 468
AGFA PEM 369

(15" and 7t")
(3j")

NAB version

SCOTCH 3M 808
SCOTCH 3M 226

(15" , 7t" . 31')
(15" NAGRAMASTER)

Erase efficiency at maximum peak level

83 dB (80 dB)

Frequency response. recorded at - 20 dB:

15
7,
3j
3j

ips
ips
ips
ips

(38.10 cm/s)
(19.05 cm/s)
(9.5 em/a)
(9.5 cm/s)

from
from
from
from

30
30
30
30

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

to 20 kHz
to 15 kHz
to 10 kHz
to 8 kHz

±ldB
±1dB
+2dB
±2dB

( ± 2 dB)
( ± 2 dB)
(±3 dB) CCIR
(±3 dB) NAB

Distortion at maximum peak level , 15 IpS STD 3rd harmonic 1% (2%).
Signal-to-noise ratio, record and playback, at maximum peak level:
15 ips (38 cm/s) NAGRAMASTER (13 ps)
15 ips (38 crrvs] STD

7, ips (19 ern's) STD

NAB
CCIR
NAB
CCIR
NAB
CCIR

74.5
75
70.5
71
68
69

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

(72
(72
(68
(69
(65
(64

dB)
dB)
dB)
dB)
dB)
dB)

Non-pilot version (wide track)
Signal-to-noise ratio improved by approximately 1.5 dB
Phase fluctuation between channels 7i ips (19.05 cm/s), 10 Khz + 5 ° (±200)
Cross talk during record and playback

1 Khz
10 Khz

60 dB (50 dB)
50 dB (40 dB)

Insertion of a noise redu ction system (NAS) .
low impedance output to NAS. voltage for 0 dB on the modulomeler 560 mV.
Input for NAS, impedance approximately 10 kOhm, voltage for 0 dB on the modulometer 560 mV.

OUTPUTS
line output voltage at 5 kOhm, for 0 dB on the modulometer 1 V.
Maximum output voltage for 5 kOhm , giving 1% distortion at 1 kHz V (2.8 V).
Maximum output voltage to 200 Ohm headphones, for 0 dB rnodulometer. at 1 kH z = 560 mV
±20 mV.
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PILOT TRACK
Possible speeds

31 ips 1 7 ,. ips /

Carrier frequency
Static linearity

13.5 kHz.
(2%).

Maximum frequency deviation delta to

± 45% ( :!: 40 % 1.

Frequency respon se at -3 dB

o 10 2.7 kH z

SignaHo-flOise ratio fOf' 40 % frequency deviation

> 50 dB.

Input voltage fOf 20 % frequency deviation

Pilot input

+ 1.4 V ± 5%

Cue

!1 .0V+5%

15 ips.

(0 to 2.5 kHz ).

Distortion for 40 % frequency deviation at 400 Hz < 2%
REFERENCE GENERATOR
1.1 kHz composite sine wave signalwilh 10 kHz component, level 0 VU= -8 dB + 0.2 dB.
QPPERATING CONDITIONS
Tem per alure :

with alkaline baneoe s

- 4'
- 20 ·

10 + 160°F
10 + 7 1·C

with external power supply

- 67 ·
- SS'

10 + lBO°F
to + 7 1·C

The recorder functions in any position.

TIME CODE
TIME CODE
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· SERVICE MANUAL·
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1. 1

Motor and capstan assembly
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1.2

Fast rewind pulley

II 1.2-1

1.3

Tension rollers and stroboscope roller

II 1.3-1

I.'

Pinch roller

II 1.4-1

1.5

Clutch felt and brake fell

II 1.5-1

1.6

Turntable bearings

II 1.6-1

1.7

Drive belts

II 1.7-1

1.8

Tape guide s and heads

II 1.8-1

Mechanical alignment:

2.1

Head squaring and heighl

11 2.1- 1

2.2

Ten sion roller heighl

II 2.2-1

2.3

Tape tension

11 2.3-1 to 2.3-2

2.'

Pinch roller pressure and position

II 2.4-1

2.5

Mechanical drawings:
Nos.: 1 Tape deck and lid assembly
2 Brake drum , brake and supply tension roller
3 Clutch assembly and take-up roller
4 Inner tape deck and heads
5 Motor and capstan assembly
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7 Pinch roller assembly
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II 2.5-15
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Mechanical
M 1- S
M2-S
M3-S

drawings an d parts list:
Tape deck assembly
Tape deck assembly
Box and control assembly

II 2.6-1 to
II 2.6-2 to
II 2.6-4 to
II 2.6-6 to

2 .6-7
2.6-3
2.6-5
2.6-7

1.0

LIST OF TOOLS AND MATERIALS
SPECIAL KUDElSKI TOOLS

DESCRIPTION

KUDELSKI PIN
01 90900002

Wrench for reel turntable, No 0704 125 000 (part No 2 on drawing 3)
and No 0704 150 000 (part No 2 on drawing 4)

01 90900003

Wrench for clutch pulley spindle, No 71 04 168 100 (part No 10 on
drawing 4)

01 90900004

Wrench for ball bearing housing in tape turntabl e assembly.
No 01 04 110 102 (part No 5 on drawing 3)

01 90900005

Wrench for ball bearing housing fixing nut in tape turntable assembly.
No 01 04110 DOS (part No 6 on drawing 3)

01 90900006

Wrench tor ball bearing lock nut in tape turntable assembly ,
No 01 04 110 006 (part No 7 on drawing 3)

01 90 900 025

Wrench for handle support nut, No
drawing 9)

01 90900026

Wrench tor rotating indicator fixing nut, No 01 06 540 003 (part No 15
on drawing 10) and for female socket fixing nuts, No 01 04 500 012
(part No 29 on drawing 9 and part No 31 on drawing 10)

01 90900027

Wrench for rotary selector ring fixing nut, No 01 06510 016 (part No
23 on drawing 10)
Note:

01 04 500 005 (part No 30 on

Level, Filters and Headphone s selectors.

01 90 900 031

Driver for motor shaft locking nut, No 01 04 250 102
drawing 6)

01 90900 037

Hex driver for LIGHT and REFEREN CE OSC ILLATOR push button fixing
nuts, No 32 05 006 165 (part No 87 on drawing 10)

01 90 900 042

Wrench for head azimuth adjustment

01 90 900 046

Gauge for head squaring adjustment

01 90900 064

Pliers for circtip No 33 53 013 044. in pinch wheel
drawing 8) and in fast rewind pulley

01 90 900 072

Driving tool for motor magnet , inside motor rotor

01 90 950 009

Magnetic shielding cylinder for motor rotor with magnet

01 90 901 036

Weight of 23 g, for ctutch side tension roller position adjustment. To be
used with standard tension roller

01 90 901 037

Weight of 30 g, for ctutch side tension roller position adjustment . To be
used with OTIM or OLEN measuring ten sion rollers.
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(part No 20 on

(part No 24 on
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SELECTED STANDARD TOOLS
25 90 900 018

Set of selected standard tools (see Spare Parts LiSI lor details)

25 90 900 079

Set of four

r~ht angle Allen hex wrenches, size: 1.5, 2.0. 2.5 and

3 .0 mm
39 15 371 0 10

Pliers for Benzing circlips

39 15 560 0 10

Calibrated spring (dynamometer). range 100 9

39 15560 150

Calibrated spring (dynamometer), range 1.5 kg

MATERIALS
3980 2'0 222

Locnte 222. weak glue for threaded parts , 50 em)

71 04 056 000

FGP general purpose grease supplied in a tube 01 25 9

71 04 058 000

PDP 38
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viscosity, wide tempera ture range oil. 50 em 3
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REPLACEMENT
1.1

MOTOR AND CAPSTAN ASSEMBLY

(See mechanical drawing no 5)
Open the machine by slightly loosening the two scre ws on the right-hand side of the machme. Do
nol fully remove the screws. lift the deck to the left. Place the machine on its lid with the box
upw3lds to the nghl-hand side .
Remove the p-metar motor cover caretulty en sunng not to distor1 (bend) it. as this will affect the
magnettc shfe&ding peooeefes of the COVEif'.
Unsolder the red and screened wires soldered to the motor contact circuit, noting their position as
this is a D.C. motor and the position of these wires determines the rotational direction of the motor.
Partially unwrap the adhesive tape enough to free the connector wires. being c areful not to move
the position of the brush housing. Replace the tape to peeveot movement of the motor brush
housing.

Remove locking ring (20), using KSA tool No 01 90 900 031. It is necessary to hold the
tachometric wheel with a finger during this operation. Remove threaded pin No (19) using a 2 mm
Aim key while holding the tachometric wheel.
Remove nuts A, B and C around the base of the motor (see figure below) using a 5.5 mm hex
wrench.

B

G!JE

o

Gently remove the complete motor. Carefully Sook at the spindle to see it collar No ( 13) has been
removed with the motor. If this is the case, then remove it lrom inside the motor using a pair of
tweezers and noting its orientation . as the motor will jam if replaced incorrectly during re-assembly.
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2.3

TAPE TENSION

A. TAKE-UP TENSION

(See mechanical drawing No 3)
Disconnect tension rod (17) from lever (14) and imm ediately remove the 2 mm ball (32) . Fit a full
SH (127 mm) reel of tape to the take-up reet holder and pass the tape round the tension roller with
the deck in a vertical position . Attach a weight to the end of the tape while holding the reel still
(see figure 1 below) .
NOTE:

Normally 23 9 weight PIN 01 90 901 036 , or 30 9 weight PIN 01 90 901 037 for QTIM

or OLEN.
Adjust screw thread (19) to increase or decrease the tension of spring (30) in suc h a way that the
tension roller lies in the center of its travel. This can be seen easily by the two screw head s visible
on the deck. Tap the roller a few times to check that it returns to the correct position . Remove the
weight.
Adju st nut (16) so that approximately three turns of the thread of screw (13) are visible . Now
reinstall the ball and reconnect the ten sion arm. Adjust the tension rod length by rotating
simultaneously screw (13) and nut (16) in such a way that when the tension roller is moved
fractionally from its end stop, the tension arm just starts to act on lever (14).
Power up the machine and switch the main function selector switch to playbac k. With a full tape
still on the take-up reel holder hold the open end of the tape around the tension roller and check
that the tension roller is in the middle of its travel (see figure 2 below).

Fi g . 2
Fi g .l
If it is not in the centre of its travel, adjust the tension roller rod length as before, and if it is not
stationary, check that clutch felt (11) is not overgreased or that other parts of the clutch assembly
are not deformed.
Attac h a 100 9 dynamometer (KSA No 39 15560010) 10 the end of the tape not passing around
the tension roller and select playback. This gauge should now read 40 g ± 2 g. If thi s is not the
•
case, adju st nut (16) while holding still screw (13). When the co rrect ten sion is achieved, repeat
the tension roller position adjustments as above. These two steps are interactive and may need to
be repeated several times.
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B. SUPPLY TENSION

(See mechanical drawing No 2)
Adjust thread (14) so that spring attachment (15) is next to the tension roller. Adjust screw (9) and
nut (12) in the same way as explained for the take-up side.
Place a full 5" (127 mm ) reel on the supply turntable and pass it around the roller, the guide and
the stroboscope roller as shown on figure below :

Pull smoothly with a constant tension on the tape at approx. 7.5" (190 mm) speed and c hec k that
the tension roller does not oscillate and remains in the center of its traver . Again, this can be
observed by the two screws visible on the deck. If the position is incorrect, adjust the length of
the tension rod as explained above . If it is unstable, chec k the condition of the brake lett and drum.

Attach a 100 g dynamometer (KSA No 39 15 560 010) to the end of the tape and pull as above.
The tension should be equal to 55 g ±2 g. If it is not the case, adjust nut (12) while holding screw
(9) stationary. Repeat the above steps until tape tension and roller position are correct.
These steps are interactive and may need to be repeated several times in order to get the correct
positioning of the roller.

FINAL CHECK
Fit a full T' (178 mm) reel on the left-hand side and an empty T' (178 mm) reel on the right-hand
side and lace the tape . Wind the tape in fast forward until there is an even amount of tape on both
spools. Select playback at 7.5" (190 mm) and ensure that both tension rollers are in their central
position and stable . If not, repeat the above adjustments. Secure the adjustment points mentioned
above using a small amount of soft Locknte 222 (KSA No 39 80 210 222).
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OPENING THE RECORDER
To open the recorder it is necessary to loosen the two screws (17) (on drawing 8) which are
marked TO OPEN on the right-hand side of the recorder. Do not fully remove them as their
locking bars will fall into the machine and may cause a short circuit. When these have been
loosened, lift the deck from right to left, until it has just passed the vertical point.
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1.2

STABILIZED VOLTAGE

Power the recorder with either a fresh set of internal batteries or an external power supply ATN-3.
Switch the main function selector to the TEST position and place a D.C. voltmeter between pin 4
of the right-hand connector on the VOLTAGE AND SPEED STABILIZER circuit A22 and the
ground.

NOTE:

The NAGRA IV-S and the IV-S TC are both positive earth.
(This means that the positive lead of the non floating
connected to the chassis of the recorder).

instruments

should be

On the above mentioned pin of the connector, you should measure 10 V ± 100 mV. If this is not
the case, then adjust the value of R88 and R89 on voltage and speed stabilizer circuit A22.

TACHOMETRIC ADJUSTMENT
Connect an electronic A.C. millivoltmeter between pins 19 and 20 on voltage and speed stabilizer
circuit A22, to measure the tachometric voltage coming from the tacho head. Do not hang probes
on the connections of the head itself: this is a critical adjustment and the weight of the test probes
may move the position of the head and affect the readings.
Switch the recorder to playback at 7~ ips (19.05 crn/s) (no tape needed) and measure for the
following:
Speed
Voltage
19 crn/s

(7~

16.5 ± 1.5 mV

ips)

Simultaneously the minimum value of the residual tachometric voltage should be obtained on the
audio line output. Connect the 1/3 octave selective filter and the high sensitivity A.C. voltmeter to
the line output and measure for the following:
I

Speed
7~

ips (19 cm/s)

Frequency
2 kHz

Line output
<-83 dB with ref. to 1.585 V

If these voltages are not correct, then adjust the tachometric head by slightly loosening securing
screw A and then gently turning the two side eccentric screws B so as to move the head either
towards or away from the phonic
wheel. Find the position which gives
the minimum residual tachometric
voltage at the same line output: as a
general rule the gap at C chould be
smaller than the gap at D. The
"Gap" referred to is the distance
between the head and the phonic
wheel. Tighten screw A. See
illustration. It is important to move
them both evenly to keep the head
symmetrical with respect to the
wheel. It is recommended to make
this adjustment with the machine in
the STOP position, and the switch
on again (after making sure that the
tachometric head is not touching the
phonic wheel) to check the new
reading. This is because the head
lies very close to the phonic wheel
and if overadjusted, damage can be
caused to the teeth of the tacho
wheel.
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Check the output level of the tachometric head for the remaining speeds:
Speed
3i ips (9.5 crn/s)
15 ips (38 cm/s)

Voltage

Approx. 10 mV
Approx. 20 mV

Switch the machine to the playback as well as the record positions and check that the rotary
SPEED AND POWER indicator shows a white segment in all these positions. If this is not the case
then one of the following problems has occurred:
- The motor is overloaded
- The power supply is insufficient.
Put the machine in the fast forward mode and check that it accelerates, and then slows down
again when taken out of fast forward. Check this at all tape speeds.

TAPE SPEED ADJUSTMENT
Carefully demagnetize the tape heads, then put a speed calibration test tape on the machine.
Connect a frequency counter to the audio outputs and playback the section of tape corresponding
to the speed 3i ips (9.5 cm/s). Check that the frequency on the line output is equal to the
frequency recorded on the speed test tape, i.e. 3.15 kHz or 1 kHz with a tolerance of ± 0.1%.
Proceed in the same manner for 7i ips (19 crn/s) and finally 15 ips (38 crn/s), If necessary, each
of these positions may be adjusted using· potentiometers R39, R24 and R35 on circuit A22
respectively.

NOTE:

The 31 ips (9.5 crn/s) speed must be adjusted before the other two speeds as this will
influence the remaining speed settings.

Finally check the speed visually by looking at the stroboscope roller, while shining a mains
powered lamp on it, 50 or 60 Hz depending on the value on the roller itself. (60 Hz for NAB
machines and 50 Hz for CCIR machines). Check that the relevant ring appears stationary at each
speed.

NOTE:

This roller is extremely accurate, but due to the mechanical tolerances in manufacturing
it, even jf the machine has been set very precisely using a test tape, the stroboscope
rings may still appear to turn very slowly. Thus, this roller should only be used as a
rough check of the speed and should not be used for actual calibration.
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1.3

DIRECT CHAIN

The direct chain refers to the direct input and output amplifiers, thus the gain and frequency
response of the machine without going on and off tape are considered.
This section covers the calibration of direct amplifiers A4 and A5, reference generator A6,
modulometer A7 and A8 and line amplifier A10.

DIRECT AMPLIFIER

Position of controls:

MIKES / LINE switch (10) in the LINE position
Switch (12) in the STEREO position
Filter selector (14) in the FLAT position
Level controls (6) and (8) fully clockwise
LINE / PHONES switch (1) in the DIRECT position

GAIN CHECKING
Supply a current of between 7.6 and 8.0 pA at a frequency of 1 kHz to the line input on the
left-hand side of the machine. This is done using the aCSE line input cable (KSA No 16900)
which must be fed with a voltage of between 465 and 490 mV from the audio signal generator.
Connect an AC voltmeter to the line output and then vary the input current in the above mentioned
range in order to obtain an output of 1 V. This should produce a 560 mV level on the outputs of
the two direct amplifiers (A4 and A5). A convenient test point to measure this is on the connection
pins of the LINE AND PHONES switch, If necessary, then adjust resistors R7 and R8 on boards
A5 and A4 and / or resistors R9 and R59 on board A10 for the left and right channels respectively.
Deviation between 1 V on the line output and 560 mV on the line and phones switch should not
exceed ± 0.2 dB while still keeping 7.6 pA on the line input. These are 0 dB reference levels and
can be expressed as follows (RMS values):
Line input (current)
Direct amplifier output
Line output (asymmetrical)
Headphone output
Signal frequency

7.8 pA ±2.5%
(7.6 to 8.0 pA)
560 mV
1.00 V
Max 0.7 V
1.0 kHz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHECKING
Vary the frequency of the 0 dB signal fed to the line input from 30 Hz to 20 kHz. Check that the
frequency response of the line output remains flat (± 0.5 dB). This frequency response can be
adjusted, if necessary, by changing the value of R17 which is in parallel with R1, of A4 or A5
depending on the channel to be adjusted.

REFERENCE GENETATOR (A6)

Sine wave version
The reference generator output is a composite signal of a 1.1 kHz sine wave and its 9th harmonic,
in order to make azimuth adjustment possible by the operator in the field. The composite signal
level is set at 0 VU which corresponds to -8 dB on the modulometer. The frequency, distortion
and the symmetry of the 10 kHz peaks are factory calibrated using R217, R219, R221 and R224.
The level of the 10kHz component of the signal is adjustable by means of R206.
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The LEVEL of the 10kHz component, as measured using a 1/3 octave filter should be -36 dB,
with reference to 0 dB.
Adjust R210 to bring the strongest channel to -8 dB on the modulometer, and use R13 to align the
other channel to this (A4 or A5). Check and, if necessary, adjust the 10 kHz component level
making sure that the -8 dB level on the modulometer remains untouched.

MODULOMETER A7, AS and A23
Selector (12) in the LEVEL position.
The III (infinity) adjustment is made without any signal at the line input. Adjust R6 / R56 on A8 to
bring both needles to the III (infinity) position.
NOTE:

Do not exceed 220 kOhm otherwise the meter response will no longer be linear.

The 0 dB adjustment is made by applying a 0 dB level signal, so as to achieve 1 V at the line
output and adjusting R18 and R68 on A8 to bring both needles to the 0 dB mark on the
modulometer. These adjustments must be made successively as they influence each other.

Check the frequency response:

1 kHz 0 dB level signal
40 Hz to 20 kHz 0 dB ± 0.5 dB.

Check the linearity:

at -10 dB ± 0.5 dB
at -20 dB ± 1.0 dB

Selector (12) In the

DELTA position.

The red needle indicates the groove depth of the record. 0% adjustment is made without any
signal at the input, by means of R16 on A9. The maximum deflection adjustment is made by
applying an 80 Hz 0 dB signal to channel one only, which corresponds to 1 V at the line output.
Then adjust R26 on A7 to obtain 94% ± 2%. Then increase the frequency to 1 kHz without
changing the level and check that the needle indicates between 38% and 45%.
The green needle indicates the stronger level of the two channels.
Apply a 0 dB 1 kHz signal to both channels successively and then adjust R201 on A8 for the
weaker of the two signals, until' the meter indicates a deviation of 0 dB ± 0.5 dB.
Selector (12) in the BATT poslt.cn
The red needle indicates the battery voltage on the volts per cell scale. Adjust the value of R3 on
A23 until the meter reads 1.5 V / eel; for a total supply voltage of 18 V ± 5%.
Decrease the supply voltage to 11 V ± 5% and the meter should read 0.9 V / cell, then decrease
the supply voltage again and the speed and power sass indicator should turn black at 10 V ± 10%.
The green needle indicates the voltage aceross the motor terminals. At 15 ips (38 cm/s), in record
mode, engage the pinch wheel against the capstan and lock the clutch assembly by hand (this is
the right-hand spool or take-up reel). The meter should read 60% ± 5%.
Decrease the supply voltage and the red needle should arrive in line with the green one, and at
this point the rotary indicator "SPEED AND POWER" should turn black. The voltage is then 0.92 V
(12 cells = 11 V).
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Selector (12) in the M position.
The red needle indicates the motor current. At 15 ips (38 cm/s) engage the pinch wheel against
the capstan and then block the clutch assembly by hand (right-hand reel holder). The meter
should read 40% ± 10%. The full 100% deflection of the meter corresponds to a current of
350 rnA ± 10% through the motor. For the indication of the green needle in this position see pilot
section.
If the modulometer of the IV-S needs to be replaced then it is necessary to adjust R7 and R9 on
board A23 so that the total resistance of this series resistance and the meter is equal to 500 Ohm.
The necessary values of R7 and R9 resistors to achieve this are marked on the replacement
modulometer on a small adhesive label.
Typically these resistors are 100 Ohm.

MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER A1, A2, A3
No adjustment is provided on these circuits as they are factory calibrated. However, both
microphone channels should be checked for noise, with all types of microphones (dynamic,
condenser with phantom and T power).

MICROPHONE POWER SUPPLY A12
Adjust the value of R24 or R25 to set the + 12 V supply at + 12 ± 25 V and adjust the value of R4
to set the + 48 V supply at + 48 ± 2 V
NOTE:

The -12 V phantom power supply is in fact the normal -10 V supply used throughout
the machine, furnished by voltage and speed stabilizer A22 and is therefore always
slightly low and should not be increased to -12 volts.

LINE AND PHONES AMPLIFIER, HEADPHONES SWITCHING A9, A10
Adjust the value of R9 and R59 to obtain 1 V on the line output loaded with a 5 kOhm load,
with 560 mV 1 kHz at the line amplifier input. See 1.3 direct chain gain setting on page III 1.3-1 for
further details.

LOUDSPEAKER AMPLIFIER A11
Power supply
Adjust R15 to obtain a stabilized voltage of 11.3 V ± 0.3 V.
Adjust R7 to obtain a total current of 2 rnA ± 0.2 rnA under no load conditions.
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1.4

PLAYBACK CHAIN

(Circuit A14, see also the synoptic diagram)
Before any calibration of the playback chain is started, all mechanical and electronic calibrations
listed before this point should have been carried out.

DEMAGNETIZE THE HEADS BEFORE USING A TEST TAPE
Audio test tapes will be needed for the following calibrations (see pages III 1.1-1 for the list of
KSA test tapes). Multifrequency tapes for both CCIR and NAB standards are available from the
KUDELSKI factory, and these require the use of a third octave filter set.
AGFA and BASF also make test tapes, but these are sequential single frequency tapes. They are
available for the CCIR standard and comply with the DIN 45513 standard.
AMPEX make the same type of test tape for NAB machines.
Connect an A.C. voltmeter to the line output and thread a test tape onto the recorder. Turn level
control potentiometers (6) and (7) to the fully counterclockwise position, and set the line and
phones switch 1 in the TAPE position.

AZIMUTH ALIGNMENT OF THE PLAYBACK HEAD
Replay the azimuth test tape at 7t ips (19 cm/s) and measure the level and phase of the two
channel outputs on the voltmeter and on a dual trace oscilloscope. Adjust the head azimuth by
rotating the toothed pinion (Allen drive) in front of the replay head (see mechanical drawing 4
position 13), to obtain the maximun possible output. When this point has been reached, then finely
adjust it in order to bring the two signals into phase using KSA tool No 01 90 900 042. When the
adjustment has been made, press alternately on each side of the head: if the output level
(measured on the voltmeter) rises, then the azimuth position is not correctly adjusted. When the
pressure is released, the amplitude should return to the original value. If it does not, then the head
is not correctly mounted. This probably means that the spring washers under the head are flat. To
overcome this problem, loosen the head fixing pinion by 1/4 of a turn and after repeating the head
squaring, set the azimuth again. The amplitude variation between the two channels should not
exceed 2 dB and the phase shift should not exceed 20°.
If the head has been removed or replaced, then it is recommended to make a complete turn of the
azimuth disc below the head, as two azimuth points can often be found and one is of lower
amplitude than the other.
The azimuth should now be quickly checked at the other two speeds.
If it is not approximately correct (or if the azimuth varies at any of the three speeds), check the
condition of the head (if it has not been replaced) and check the mechanical adjustments and tape
tensions.

PLAYBACK LEVEL
The playback level of the NAGRA IV-S is 510 nWb/m for 0 dB at all speeds.
Thus, a test tape recorded at 510 nWb/m will play its level section back at 1 Von the line output,
and a test tape recorded at 320 nWb/m will playback at a level of 0.627 V at the line output.
Load a test tape of speed 15 ips (38 cm/s) and reproduce the tape.
Adjust the playback level of each channel using R10 and R60 on A14 respectively. There is only
one playback level adjustment on the IV-S and this is made at 15 ips (38 crn/s). However, the
levels at the other speeds must also be checked.
Load a tape of 7t ips (19 cm/s), select the level section and play back the tape. The line output
should show a maximum deviation of ± 0.5 dB with reference toO dB (as adjusted at 15 ips /
38 cm/s).
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Ever since the development of video tape recording In 1956. the television industry has been
seeking a method of labelling each and every frame.
The most efficient and practical way found for doing this was to use time code, which numerically
numbers every frame, making the location of particular sequences and eventual accurate
electronic editing possible.
The NAGRA IV-S TC has been developed in order to enable accurate post production and editing
of audio. frame accurate to the video. and to ensure that accurate frame synchronization can be
maintained during post production.
The official presentation of the time code version of the IV-S was made during the 1984 NAB
exhibition in Las Vegas.
The IV-S TC is available in two mechanically identical versions:
N05-TCC CCIR Equalization No 06007
NOS-TCN NAB Equalization No 06008
Both models include the relevant mechanics and electronics to record and replay the SMPTE /
EBU 80 bits longitudinal centre track time code. All existing frame rates can be internally
generated. because both machines include an internal time code generator.
This section of the manual only describes the operation and use of the time code and pilot
systems of the IV-8; refer to other sections of this manual for all information regarding the audio
electronics and mechanics of the IV-S.
The text below relates to machines fitted with software version 1.94 (if this is not the case, then
contact your nearest NAGRA agent in order to have the software updated).
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1.2 MECHANICS
The NAGRA IV-S TC is physically very similar to the IV-S (2 track stereo) and the IV-SL (centre
track pilot) versions. A slim slide out keyboard with 11 keys is fitted beneath the recorder. It is
used to check (via a 7 segment 8 digit LCD. DISPLAY) and set the time code and user bits, into
the desired mode.
It may be moved out of sight during actual operation of the recorder, to allow free access to the
audio controls. The time code record / replay head is mounted where the pilot head is on the
IV-SL, between the audio record and audio replay heads. A 5 pin LEMO connector is added to the
connector field on the right-hand side of the recorder to allow external time code inputs and
outputs. Other signals are found on the PILOT and CUE connectors (see pages I 1.5-3 and
1.1.5-4) on pins that are otherwise used for pilot operation.
For mechanical repairs to the time code machine see Chapter II of this manual.

FRONT PANEL
All control functions of the time code system with the exception of the frame rate selection are
located on the keyboard. Two indications are, however. given by existing elements of the front
panel. The first being the indication of "off tape" time code on the modulorneter, the second being
the indication on the rotary SASS indicator to show whether a signal is being fed to the time code
head.

OPERATION OF THE MODULOMETER AND PILOT INDICATOR
The "PILOT FREO" function linked up with the presence of the OFMS has no significance in the
time code version. The TC 1 PILOT PLAYBACK function provides an indication of the level of
playback time code signal. The green needle of the modulometer will be displaced to the 50%
point at a speed of 38 cm/s (15 ips) and to about 40% at a speed of 19 cm/s (7 112 ips). During
playback at a speed faster than nominal, the needle will indicate between 80 and 100% according
to the apparent level read from the tape.
The rotary pilot 1 time code SASS type indicator functions as it does on a pilot machine and will
thus show a white segment whenever it detects a time code signal coming from or going to the
head.
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1.3 ELECTRONICS
The audio electronics of the time code versions of the tV-S are identical to those of the pilot
machines. The time code circuitry is located on the top of the battery compartment, in the place
where the pilot circuits are to be found in the pilot machines.
The heart of the time code system is a NATIONAL CMOS 8 bit, low power consumption NSC 800
microprocessor. All other integrated circuits used are also CMOS. The microprocessor performs
several tasks, all according to the SMPTE / EBU standard:
Time code generator
Time code reader: off tape signal
Time code reader: external source
These functions are in practice often combined. The off tape time code is read and regenerated by
the internal generator in order to supply a clean signal to the time code output, free from drop outs
and jitter. A time shift (sea page IV 1.5-1) according to the speed is applied during this process to
compensate for the distance between the time code and audio heads.
An external signal is also regenerated and time--shifted in the same manner before being fed to the
time code recording amplifier and in turn to the time code head. When using an external time code
source, the internal generator may be JAM SYNCED using the external time code reader to set the
internal generator.
The microprocessor is powered when the main function selector is in any position other than
STOP, to prevent excessive drain from the batteries when the machine is not in use. However, this
does not mean that the time code generator itself is not running in the STOP position, the real time
clock (RTe) and some circuits are powered continuously even in STOP. (Assuming there is
sufficient power available). A large capacitor serves as a back-up power supply for a short time to
these circuits in order to allow the batteries of the machine to be exchanged, without losing the
relationship between the generator and real time.
The signal available at the output connector, when the machine is in the TEST position, is not
shifted in time. and therefore corresponds to the time code being generated. and thus allows the
IV-S TC to be used as a master clock.
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1.4

RECORDING FORMAT

The recording format of the NAGRA IV-S TC complies with the standard as accepted by the EBU
in 1984 for the recording of centre track time code on 6.35 mm audio tape.
This standard mainly prescribes the following:
Audio tracks
2 mm with 2 mm interspacing
Code track
0.35 to 0.38 mm in the centre of the tape
Code format
SMPTE 80 bits, longitudinal
Recording
bi-phase modulation
721 nWb/m pp ±3 dB
Recording level
Rise and fall time
65 microseconds + 10 microseconds
Time code and sound longitudinally coincident on the tape.

STANDARDIZATION
The different products and different manufacturers compatibility is. of course, a matter of vital
importance. The Quarter inch audio tape recorders considered here record the SMPTE I EBU-80
bits time code on a centre track for which the specification has been adopted by the EBU. This
standard (as above) covers all parameters necessary to ensure compatibility of tapes recorded on
different equipments. At present more than 10 different manufacturers have adopted this format.
The differences in timing between the time code head and the audio heads is obviously different
from one manufacturer to another, thus every tape recorder is expected to shift the incoming and
outgoing time code signals in such a way that the audio and time code always remain in accurate
phase on the tape, and of course on the input and output connectors, even if the recorder uses
different heads for audio and time code.
The amount of shifting done in the NAGRA IV-S TC at each speed can be seen on the following
page.
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1.5

DISTANCE BETWEEN HEADS

Due to the mechanical design of the tape transport of the IV-S TC. and the fact that it is a three
head machine, it is necessary to shift the time code in order to record the time code that
corresponds to its particular piece of sound in the correct place on the tape.
The time code is delayed by varying amounts depending on the selected tape speed. It is also
dependent upon the selected frame rate, and can therefore be expressed in terms of frames. bytes
and bits according to the following table:

Standard

Tape speed

Frames

Bytes

Bits

4
2

emls

Ips

NTSC
30 F.P.S
(2400 BITS / SEC)

9.525
19.05
38.10

3~

7

71

3

2
6

15

1

8

1

PAL
25 F.P.S
(2000 BITS / SEC)

9.525
19.05
38.10

3t

7t

6
3

o
o

3

15

1

5

FILM
24 F.P.S
(1920 BITS I SEC)

9.525
19.05
38.10

3t
7t

5

8
9
4

NOTE:
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2
1

1
1

o
o
4

1 bit
= 1/80 tho of a time code word
1 byte = 8 bits or 1/10 of a time code word
1 frame = 80 bits or 1 time code word
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QSHZ
UNBALANCED HIGH IMPEDANCE EXTERNAL AMPLIFIER
16400

•
Description
When connected to the 7-pole Input connecto r 01 the NAGRA IV- S . this accessory makes it
possible 10 transform the current inputs of the recorder into very high impedance vouaqe inputs.

Us.
The use of the QSHZ is recommended when the signal source cannot be ioaded with a low
impedance. as with most high-fidelity installation s, Of' when a low amplitude signal is supplied .
The QSHZ is po wered by the NAGAA.

Wamlng :

The source load Impedance decreases when the recorder is on STOP.

If the input signal ha s a high Impedance. the cable connecttng it to the aSHZ should be short to
avoo attenuation 01 the high frequencies; this may Involve extending the cable between the a SHZ
and the recorder. The QSHZ high impedance inpu t is a one 6-pcMe 'rucner connector.
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SPECIFICATIONS (Typical values)
Supply voltage

-1 0 V from the recorder

Power comsumption

3.3 rnA

Input voltage for 0 dB level on the recorder

on STEREO
; 20 mV to 2 V
on STEREO HS: 10 mV to 2 V

Input impedance

80 MOhm/25 pF

Frequency response

from 30 Hz to 20 kHz

Maximum input voltage

2.4 V (use input dividers if higher)

Signal-to-noise ratio, ASA A weighted

> lOdB

Crosstalk

> 60 dB at 10kHz

Source impedance

:S 100 kOhm

Dimensions

77)( 47 x 25 mm (3)( 1 7/8)( 1")

Weight

230 g (8 oz )
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QSLS
PILOT SYNCHRONIZER FOR NAGRA IV-S

16350

....., "

..1....'0"'"

External synchronizer. It varies the tape speed of the NAGRA to resolve the playback pilot signal
to a pilot reference signal.
The QSLS can be connected to the PILOT & CUE inputs on the right-hand side of the NAG RA
IV- $ or IV- SJ.
The synchronization signal must be applied to the PILOT INPUT connector wh ich also carries the
reference signal from the internal crystal pilo t generator of the NAGRA; this signal can be used for
synchroniza tion. This offers the possibility of playing back the signal at the speed at whtch it was
recorded. with about 0.00 1% accuracy.

The OSV2 speed vaner can be connected 10 the SPEED VARIER INPUT when it is necessary 10
extend the synchronization range ( ! 12% ).
The meter gives two readings:

if the NAGRA SPEED switch is in FREE. i.e. not slaving, it indicates the frequency error
between the playback pilot frequency and that of the synchronization
signal. One
complete osclllatKlr'l of the needle left I nght I left. in two seconds. indicates a speed
dIfference of 1% .
- if the same SWItch is set on SLAVE. the synchronizer adjusts the tape speed. SIaVlr~ the
playback pilot signal to the reference signal. The meter noodle then shows the phase
d ifference between the two sig nals and should nol oscillate.
-

II the desired speed correction is beyond the slaving capability 01 the device (:!: 3% ), the meter
noodle begins to oscillate; use of the aSV- 2 speed varier will extend the slaving range by :!: 12% .
The PILOT LEVEL ind icator becomes black if there is no pilot signal or if it is not sufficient for
good synchroniz ation .
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Applications
-

Filming on playback
Transfer of sound recorded on a NAGRA to a film or perforated (Mag Stripe) tape
Correlation of signals recorded on several recorders
Synchronous measuments etc.

SPECIFICATION
Nominal synchronization range

±3%

corrent consumption

8.8 mA

Dimensions

140 ]( 82

Weight

360 g (13 oz)
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QSNES
ACCESSORY WITH BA LANCED INPUTS AND OUTPUTS FOR
INSERTION OF A NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM
16S2S

With this external accessory a noise reduction system, a compressor or
accessory can be inserted int o the recording chain 01 a NAGRA IV- S.

any other external

Description
The a SNES provid es two balanced inputs and two balanced outputs by means of amplifiers w ith
transformer: the inputs and outputs are available on s-core Tuchel connectors. This accessory
connects 10 the EXT. NAS connector of the recorder.

Us.
When the aSNES is connected and the NOR MAL I NRS switch of the recorder is on NA S . the
signa l entering the recording chain si diverted mto the aSNES through the EXT . NRS connector.
After trea tment by the accessory connected 10 the aSNES. it re-enters the recording chain of the
recorder.
The nominal input voltage of each channel can be switc hed separately 10 0.775 V, 1.55 V. 3 .1 V
or 4.4 V. The phase of each 01 the balanced outputs can be inverted.

SPECIFI CATIONS

(Ty p~al

values)

Frequency response

Irom 50 Hz to 20 kHz ! 0.5 dB

Distortion at nominal level

< 0.2%

SignaHQ-floise ratio, ASA A weighted

>90 dB

Cro sstalk at 10kHz

> 70 dB
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Balanced Inputs:
Input level to obtain the nominal input
level (0 dB = 560 mV) on the recorder

0.775 V, 1.55 V, 3.1 V, 4.4 V

Maximum input level on 4.4 V
in the other position

+7 dB
+ 10 dB

Input impedance

>600 kOhm

Balanced outputs:
Nominal output level for 0 dB = 560 mV
on the recorder

1.55 V without load

Minimum load impedance

400 Ohm

Maximum output level

+ 8 dB = 3.9 V

Dimensions

15 x 8.5 x 3.5 cm (5 x 33/8)( 1 3/8")

Weight

530 9 (15
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QSQC
EXTERNAL PARALLEL CONNECTING UNIT FOR NAGRA IV-S

16500

Description
This external accessory can be used for connecting the direct chains of two, three or four NAG RA
IV- S recor ders in parallel. The QSQC has two cables with Tuchel connectors which can be fitted
to the EXT . NAS connectors of the two recorders 10 be operated in parallel. If more than two
recorders are being used, a
extension cable can be M ad to con nectors 3 or 4 of the
aSQC and the EXT. NAS connector of a third and I or fourth rec order.

asoe

The aSOG contains two am plifiers which mix the signals from all left channels and , separately. the
signals from all right channels. The sum of the left channel signals is then sen t back to the left
record ing channel and the sum 01 the nght channel signals to the nght recording channel of each
recorder.

AppUcations
The

asoe can
-

be used lor:
mixing several NAGRA recorders
making several master tapes simultaneously
tape dupl ication
re-recordion
ediling lor special effects
ktngthy recordings using two NAGRA recorders alternately.
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Use
Set the EXT. NAS switch of each recorder to NRS; the signals at the inputs. regulated by the
potentiometers of the recorders. are passed to the
where they are mixed and sent to each
recorder. The mixed signals can be taped on one single machine, while the other recorders are
used as a mixer: in this case the main function selector of each machine should be on TEST.
When the end of one tape is reached. recording can be continued on a second machine. making it
possible to record a long sequence without interruption. It is also possible to record four master
tapes simultaneously.

asac

If a tape is played back with the LINE & PHONES switch on DIRECT. this signal can be mixed with
the signals entering one or more other recorders and the whole recorded on a third or fourth
recorder. This technique can be used for recording a soloist on top of one or several pre-recorded
accompaniments. The EXT. NRS switch of the NAGRA playing back can be left on NORMAL so
that only the accompaniment is heard in the headphones.
It is not necessary for the EXT. NRS switch of the machines not recording the mixed signal to be
on NRS. On NORMAL the level of the various signals entering the recorders is indicated by their
modulometer, while on NRS the modulometer indicates the level of the sum of the signals.

SPECIFICATIONS (Typical values)
Supply voltage from the recorder

-10 V

Power consumption

11 mA

Frequency response

±0.5 dB from 30

Distortion

sO.l%

Signal-to-noise ratio. ASA A weighted

>90 dB

Nominal output level

560 mV = 0 dB

Maximum level

+ 10 dB

Crosstalk

>60 dB

Input level of nominal output level

with
with
with
with

Dimensions

11 x 6 x 3 em (4 1/4 x 2 1/4 )( 1 1/8")

Weight

300 g (10 1/2 oz)

Additional equipment

acac cable. length 1.2 m (4 ft)
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one input
two inputs
three inputs
four inputs

Hz to 20 kHz

560mV
--6 dB = 280 mV
approx. -9.5 dB = 190 mV
approx. -12 dB = 140 mV
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QSSC
EXTERNAL SLIDE PROJECTOR SYNCHRONIZER FOR
NAGRA IV-S AND IV-SJ RECORDERS

USE

WITH

16475

J
Description
This accessory can be used to record synchronization pulses on the third track of NAGRA IV- S
and IV- SJ recorders: these signals can then be used to drive a slide projector or any other
accessory. The QSSe is connected to the recorder by a cable with a 7--pole Tuchet plug and to a
slide projector or other accessory through its 6-pole Tuchel male output connector. If the projector
used has a remote control devi ce . it is also possible to connect it to the QSSe using its 6--pole
Tuchel female output connecto r.
Use

Sync hronization purses can be recorded at the same lim e as the sound, or later. To record pulses,
connect the
to the NAGRA and set the RECORD switch of the QSSC to ON. At de sired
intervals, press the FO RWARD or REVERSE button s to record the appropriate pul se signals.
Pul ses recorded with th e FORWARD button will cause the slides to move forward , and th e
REVERSE button will make them move back wards. Th e indicator on the left of each button lights
up to show the signal has been recorded . To erase pulses, press the ERASE button and turn it
slightly to lock it in positi on . The erase function has its own indi cator. When the required signals
ha ve been recorded the RE CORD switch should be set to the "OFF" positi on to avoid any
accidental pulses.

esse

The wiring of the PROJECTOR and RE MOTE CONTROL connecto rs is shown on the control
panel to allow othe r switc hing possibili ties when the QSSC is to be used with an accessory other
than a slide projector, or when the slide projecto r remote control connector is not of standard type.
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SPECIFICATIONS (Typical values)
Output signal frequency

forward 2 kHz
reverse 500 Hz

Nominal output level

1 V RMS

Input signal frequency to obtain correct
operation

forward from 1.350 Hz
reverse between 320 and 800 Hz

Nominal input level

700 mV

Supply voltage

-10 V from the recorder

Power consumption

40mA

Maximum switching power

30 V / 1 A, 110 V / 0.3 A, ac or dc

Operating temperature

-67°F to 158°F (-55°C to 70 G C)

Dimensions

146 x 88 x 30 mm (5 3/4 x 3 1/2 x 1 3/16")
390 9 (14 oz)
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QSSF
EXTERNAL BALANCED OUTPUT AMPLIFIER
FOR NAGRA IV-5 AND IV-51

16450

This accessory can be co nnected to the unbalanced outputs of a NAGRA IV- S or IV- SJ recorder
in order to obtain balanced floating outputs (1.55 V ! 600 Ohm) . These outputs are available tor
the right and lett channels on two Cannon XLR a-pete connectors and also on banana connector
sockets . A stereo jack is provided tor connecting stereo headphones. The signals at the outputs
ma rked 3 are In phase with the output signals of the recorder. The 7- pole Tuc hel connector of the
QSSF cable connects 10 the output connector of the NAGRA.

Us.
If th e output of the NAGRA is to be connected to a line which require s a voltage higher than the
nominal voltage of the recorder, the QSSF output amplifier can be used. It prevents earth loops
between the recorder and the equipment connected to its outputs. The OSSF supplies 1.55 V on
a 600 Ohm load . The maximum output level of the NAGRA can exceed the nominal level by more
than 4 dB, but as the saturation level of the QSSF is higher than + 8dB , it can easily withstand
the level increa se .
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SPECIFICATIONS (Typical values)
Power supply

-10 V from the recorder

Power consumption

14 rnA, no load

Output voltage,

NAGRA IV-SO dB = 1.55 V
NAGRA IV-SJ .20 dB = 1.55 V

Minimum load impedance

400 Ohm

Headphones output voltage
at nominal level

no load, 180 mV
10 Ohm load. 80 mV

Frequency response

30 Hz to 35 kHz

Distortion at 1 kHz for 1.55 V output level

< 0.1%

Saturation level with reference to nominal level

> ·adB

Signal-to-noise ratio ASA A weighted

> 100 dB

Crosstalk

> SOdB

Dimensions

14.5 x 9 x 3 (53/4 x 3 1/2 x 1 1/4")

• Weight
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± 0.5 dB

500 g (1 Ib 1 1/2 oz)
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QSV-2
SPEED VARIER FOR NAGRA IV-S, IV-SJ AND 4.2

14600

When connected to the NAGRA, the Speed Varier allows all 3 speeds 15" /s - 7.5" /$ - 3 .75" /s
(38 cmzs - 19 cm/s - 9.5 ern's} to be varied manually up to ± 12% .

Sound transfer applications:
To adjust th e pilot signal frequency to a reference .
To compensate for a mi ssing pilot signal or to adjust the synchronization when the pilot signal
frequen cy fluctuates.

Dim ensions

142 x 62 x 38 mm (53/4 " x 2 1/2 " x 1 518")

Weight

0.450 kg (1 Ib )
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ACCESSORIES NAGRA IV-S, IV-SJ AN D 4.2

QTIM
TAPE DRIVEN TIMER
146S0
This timer is graduated in minutes and is installed in
place of the right ten sion roll er. The gear ratio is so
calculated that one revolution corresponds to 30
m inutes at 7! IpS (19 cm/s).
The co unte r In stallati on requ ire s a new tape
transport adjustment.

QLEN
TAPE DRIVEN COUNTER
146SS
As above but graduated in feel.

QRAC
TAPE CLEANING BLADE
06260
The tape cleanin g blade su ppresses surface
irregularities pre sent on new tapes, 10 improve
performanc e In the high frequen cy range . Thi s
accessory is a mu st for very high quality recordings.

PA-4
SET OF TWELVE 4 AH
RECHARGEABLE CELLS
9B254

NI-CD

1

When the QGB large reel adapter is powered by the
N ag ra , th e in crea sed co ns um p t io n c a n be
compensated by usmq 4 Ah rechargeabl e batteri es.
They will en sure th e same unmterrupted recording
time as 2.5 Ah batteries powering a NAGRA without
QGB (8 hours).
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TIE

DESCRIPTION

DATE

06 - 1

Improvement of tachometric residual noise

March 1978

06 - 2

New tape adjustments of the Nagra IV -S with CCIR
equalization

June 1980

06 - 3

Mike / line switch modification

September 1981

06 - 4

Signal distortion at low freque ncies

October 1983

06 - 5

Modification of the Time Code version into FM Pilot

February 1985

06 - 6
06 - 7
06 - 8
06 – 9

Improvement of the CPU Reset, when rapidly switching
main selector
Improvement of the CPU Rest, when rapidly switching
the main selector through STOP
Erroneous Time Code operation when working off
batteries or accumulators close to end of discharge
Improvement of CPU Rest, when rapidly switching the
main selector through STOP

September 1985
February 1986
December 1985
June 1986

06 - 10

Inhibition of the Time Code recording

October 1986

06 - 11

New calibration tapes

January 1988

06 - 12

Recording Amplifier (A 15) correction of gain
adjustment range

March 1988

A15
9106 8 11 100 NAB
0'

91 06 812 100
Index B

cera

NAGRA IV- S
RECORDING

PREAMPLIFIER WITH

CONTROLLED PRE.E MPHASIS

C7

•

R18
R19
R16
R17

R,O

R24

Rll

R23

R36

CR7
CR6
R33
R2
R3
R,

A25
9 1 06 780 100
Index B

NAGRA tV-S
FRE Q UENCY METER

A281 /4
NAGRA IV-S

91 06 563 000
Index A

T IME CODE PLAYBACK-RECORD AND

EXTERNAL INPUT-OUTPUT

,.,"'"A28

-@

-------------' ."

2/4
TIME

IV -S

•

A28 2/4
91 06552000

A283/4

Index 0
NAGRA IV-S

91 05554 000
Index A

TIME CODE BACK-UP SWITC HING
POWER REGULATION
OSCILLATOR - TC INPUT

A284/4
91 06 561 000
Indell e

NAGAA IV· S

ec ce

TIME
CPU GEN ERATOR
KEYB OARD AND DISPLAY

